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€610,000 House / Villa - For sale

Outstanding new build 3-bedroom villa with swimming pool and parking for sale in
Sierra Cortina - Finestrat, Alicante
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OVERVIEW

Outstanding new build 3-bedroom villa with swimming
pool and parking for sale in the privileged setting of
Sierra Cortina - Finestrat, Alicante
This villa is located in the privileged setting of Sierra Cortina near Benidorm,
combining a natural setting next to the sea.
This is a single - family chalet in minimalist architecture in a natural setting that
combine elegance and comfort in an environment surrounded by nature and trees
native to the Mediterranean region on Benidorm bay. The painstaking architecture in
an original design and the exclusive details inspired by the sea integrate perfectly
into the natural setting that surrounds and envelops the homes . The chalet is sited
on independent plots measuring 400 m on which two - storey homes with a total
floor area of more than 130m are built. The ample gardens allow you to enjoy a
pleasant rest in the open air or a dip in your own swimming pool surrounded by
Mediterranean trees that provide the home with privacy .
It has been designed for enjoying life inside or outdoors but with maximum privacy ,
maintaining a fluid connection between the terraces and the swimming pool area .
This home stands out for its two - level construction , on the main floor being an
ample bedroom , a bathroom and a kitchen - diner measuring more than 40 square
metres with large picturesque windows to take full advantage of the hours of natural
Mediterranean light and for enjoying the sun .
On the leisure floor , there are two generous bedrooms with en suite bathrooms and
balconies with their own terraces that offer the possibility of being able to enjoy
privileged views and outdoor life on the upper floor .
The construction counts on premium , top - quality materials for the purpose of
offering maximum comfort making the home a comfortable space with extras such as
automatic control or high quality gres tiled floors . The exterior also disposes of a
space inside it for two vehicles .
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The views of the Sierra Cortina and their proximity to the sea make this villa an ideal
place for combining relaxation with the activities of the nearby leisure and services
areas . Designed for enjoying and experiencing the natural light to the full , the villa
is devised to fulfil the comfort expectations of their owners . This home of a modern
and minimalist design is an ideal place to enjoy the mountains and the sea .
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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